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1  Introduction

There are more than 1.26 million Dai people in China (2010) (He, 2014), mainly gathered in the border 

areas of Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture and Dehong Dai Jingpo Autonomous Prefecture in 

southwestern Yunnan Province. The Dai ethnicity has its own languages and scripts, and is a multi–dialect 

and multi–script ethnic ethnicity. The Dai languages are in the Zhuang–Tai languages of the Zhuang–Dong 

languages of the Sino–Tibetan languages and are divided into four dialects: Xishuangbanna dialect, Dehong 

dialect, Jinping dialect and Hongjin dialect (Zhou & Luo, 2001). And there are several kinds of writing 

systems used to record the Dai languages in China (He & Xiong, 1999).

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20207-tai-khao.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22098-tai-don.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2021/21016r-script-adhoc-rept.pdf#page=30
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22068-script-adhoc-rept.pdf#page=16
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20208-tai-khao-response.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20207-tai-khao.pdf
https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2020/20207-tai-khao.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22099-tai-don-comment.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22098-tai-don.pdf
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The Jinping Dai writing system is used to record the Jinping dialect of the Dai languages, and is mainly found 

in the Dai area of Jinping Miao and Yao Dai Autonomous Prefecture in Yunnan Province, with a population 

of 20689 (Bureau of Statistics in Jinping, Mar 2019). As the local Dai people call themselves /tăi⁴³ dɔn⁵⁵/ or 

/tăi⁴³ xau³³/, both meaning “White Dai”, the writing system is also known as Tai Don writing system or Tai 

Khao writing system. The writing system is also used in Vietnam, mainly in Lai Châu Province, Sơn La 

Province and Điện Biên Province (Lan et al, 2015); in Laos, mainly in Bolikhamsai Province (Hao et al, 

2016); and in Thailand.

With the implementation of the Belt and Road strategy, especially the launch of Chinese Language 

Resources Protection Project by the Ministry of Education and the State Language Commission in 2015, a 

strong impetus is given to the rescue and protection of minority languages. The Jinping dialect of the Dai 

languages was included in the 2015 language preservation project and the project was completed. This is the 

first time that this dialect has been approved as a special research project. In May 2019, with the support of 

the Jinping County Party Committee and the county government, the Jinping County Cultural Centre 

hosted the first Jinping Dai writing system standardization seminar, discussing the normalization, 

standardization and informatization of the Jinping Dai writing system. Experts from the Office of the 

Steering Committee for Ethnic Minority Languages in Yunnan Province, Yunnan Minzu University and 

other Dai experts and scholars from Honghe Prefecture reached a consensus on how to solve the problems 

of irregularities in Jinping Dai writing system and inconsistencies between the written and spoken languages, 

and initial results were achieved in the standardization process.

2  Script Details

2.1  Script Name

Ngô & Brase, 2006 and Brase, 2007 attempt to construct the Unified Tai character set for use in Vietnam, 

which leads to the corresponding script name being identified as the Tai Viet script. Specifically, the current 

character subset includes a complete set of alphabets for the Tai Dam writing system, with other three pairs 

of consonant letters used in the Tai Don writing system. The authors of the two aforementioned documents 

consider the current subset to be phonetically adequate for the Tai Don language, but still formally 

incomplete. This argument suggests that the content of the Jinping Dai writing system (Tai Don writing 

system) should be integrated into the Tai Viet script class, and that the relevant characters should be added 

to the Tai Viet block.

According to the results of the intercharacter relationship analysis, it is reasonable to group the characters 

used in the Tai Don writing system with those used in the Tai Dam writing system. However, the demands 
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for use from China are not compatible with the name Tai Viet. Therefore, Tai Don–Tai Dam script or Tai 

Dam–Tai Don script is a reasonable alternative name, which should also lead to a change in the block name.

2.2  Encoding Model

The existing encoding model is a graphetic model based on visual order, which is compatible with the soon–

to–be–completed Tai Don writing system. Therefore, the character will be added either as a base character 

or as a combining mark and no rearrangement will occur during shaping.

2.3  Character Name

The character name consists of the writing system name with the Latinization form corresponding to the 

character. There is currently no Latinization scheme for Tai Don language in use. This proposal gives a 

Latinization scheme modified from the Latinization scheme of New Tai Lue script showing below.

/b/ /ʔ/ /d/ /ʦ/ /k/ /x/ /kʰ/ /h/ /t/ /tʰ/ /p/

B Q D TS K X KH H T TH P

/pʰ/ /ʦʰ/ /f/ /s/ /n/ /m/ /l/ /ŋ/ /v/ /j/ /ȵ/

PH TSH F S N M L NG V Y NY

/ă/ /a/ /i/ /e/ /ɛ/ /ɔ/ /o/ /u/ /ə/ /ɯ/

A AA I EE EH O OO U E UE

2.4  Consonants

See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for a list of 44 consonant letters (numbered 1 to 44) used in Tai Dam writing 

system and Tai Don writing system. The images are from Bảng chữ Thái quoted by Chan, 2022. In two 

tables, the fourth column contains the consonants in the Tai Dam writing system, with the corresponding 

codepoints marked yellow on the left. From the 37th letter to the 42nd letter are consonants for Tai Don 

language, so the codepoints on the left are enclosed with square brackets.

The fifth to ninth columns give the consonants in Tai Don writing systems used in Mường Lay (Điện Biên), 

Phong Thổ (Lai Châu), Phú Yên (Sơn La), Mộc Châu (Sơn La) and Jinping (Yunnan) respectively. For 

Jinping writing system, the unencoded characters are marked in red and the corresponding codepoints are 

marked in yellow on the right. See Table 1 for unencoded consonants in Jinping Dai writing system.

http://lichsuvanhoathai.com/tai-lieu/bang-chu-thai-cac-vung-va-chu-thai-thong-nhat-nam-1955/
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Figure 1  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script (Bảng chữ Thái)
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http://lichsuvanhoathai.com/tai-lieu/bang-chu-thai-cac-vung-va-chu-thai-thong-nhat-nam-1955/
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Figure 2  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script (Bảng chữ Thái)
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The unification process, which is also a graphetic unification process, is based on Brase, 2008, and the result 

in this proposal is broadly similar to the reference. The differences come from the standardized glyphs from 

Jinping, stated in Dao et al, 2019, selected in the standardization meeting held in Jinping County, 

influencing the unification decision. All these differences are:

 The characters s and S are uncertain whether to unify to ꪎ and ꪏ in Brase, 2008, and 

disunified to ꪎ and ꪏ in this proposal (see Figure 3). ꪎ comes from the x shape, ꪏ comes 

from the bent ꪄ shape, but s and S come from turned ꪝ shape. So, their cognition is 

different from each other.

Figure 3  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script

 The characters x is unified to ꪈ in Brase, 2008, but disunified to ꪈ in this proposal (see 

Figure 4). ꪈ comes from the gyrating ꪘ shape, but x comes from l shape, which is 

disunified from ꪒ in Brase, 2008, so their cognition is different from each other.

Figure 4  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script

 The characters K is disunified to ꪃ in Brase, 2008, but unified to ꪃ in this proposal (see 

Figure 5). Brase, 2008 shows ó shape for the character, which is actually different from the 

standardized shape determined by Jinping, so it is reasonable to unify them.
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Figure 5  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script

 The characters P is unified to ꪟ in Brase, 2008, but disunified to ꪟ in this proposal (see 

Figure 6). ꪟ comes from a tailed ꪝ, while P comes from a tailed B, which is disunified to ꪝ 

in Brase, 2008, so their cognition is different from each other.

Figure 6  Consonants in Tai Don–Tai Dam script

Table 1  Unencoded consonant characters in Jinping Dai writing system

Codepoint Glyph Character Name Value

aac3 G tai don letter high ko /k₂/

aac4 x tai don letter low ngo /ŋ₁/

aac5 s tai don letter low so /s₁/

aac6 S tai don letter high so /s₂/

aac7 y tai don letter low yo /j₁/

aac8 B tai don letter high po /p₂/

aac9 P tai don letter high pho /pʰ₂/

aaca m tai don letter low mo /m₁/

aacb l tai don letter low do /d₁/

aacc { tai don letter low nyo /ȵ₁/

aacd [ tai don letter high nyo /ȵ₂/
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2.5  Vowels

See Figure 7 for a list of 18 finals (numbered 1 to 18) used in Tai Dam writing system and Tai Don writing 

system. The image is also from Bảng chữ Thái. The fourth column contains the consonants in the Tai Dam 

writing system, with the corresponding codepoints marked yellow on the left. The fifth to eighth columns 

give the consonants in Tai Don writing systems used in Phong Thổ (Lai Châu), Mộc Châu (Sơn La), Yên 

Châu (Sơn La) and Jinping (Yunnan) respectively. For Jinping writing system, the unencoded characters are 

marked in red and the corresponding codepoints are marked in yellow on the right. The unification process 

is identical to that of Brase, 2008, that is, there are four unencoded characters. See Table 2 for unencoded 

vowels in Jinping Dai writing system.

Table 2  Unencoded consonant characters in Jinping Dai writing system

Codepoint Glyph Character Name Value

aace ◌A tai don maai kaa /a/

aacf ◌a tai don maai tsam /ɔ/

aad0 / tai don maai kat /at/

aad1 ◌} tai don maai ku /u/

2.6  Tones

Jinping Dai writing system use U+AABF ◌ = for tone 2 and tone 5, and U+AAC1 ◌ + for tone 3 and tone 6. 

Dao et al, 2019 also mentions that, the /-k̚/ with rusheng tone becomes /-ʔ/ and it is necessary to introduce 

text element to represent the glottal stopper, so ◌̂ should be encoded as a Tai Don mark. See Table 3 for the 

unencoded tone mark and Figure 8(a), Figure 9(d) for the evidence.

Table 3  Unencoded consonant characters in Jinping Dai writing system

Codepoint Glyph Character Name Value

aad2 ◌̂ tai don maai qaq ʔ˥

http://lichsuvanhoathai.com/tai-lieu/bang-chu-thai-cac-vung-va-chu-thai-thong-nhat-nam-1955/
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Figure 7  Vowels in Tai Don–Tai Dam script (Bảng chữ Thái)
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http://lichsuvanhoathai.com/tai-lieu/bang-chu-thai-cac-vung-va-chu-thai-thong-nhat-nam-1955/
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2.7  Symbols and Punctuation

There are four symbols and six kinds of punctuation used in Jinping Dai writing system. See Table 4 for all 

the symbols and punctuation used in Jinping Dai writing system.

Table 4  Symbols and punctuation characters in Jinping Dai writing system

Codepoint Glyph Character Name Value

aadc ! tai viet symbol nueng /nɯŋ�˨/

aadb W tai viet symbol kon /kun�˧/

aad3 @ tai don symbol bon /bɔn˧/

aad4 w tai don symbol maa /ma�˩/

aadd & tai viet symbol sam /săm�˩/

aad7 \ tai don symbol maai meht /mai˧ mɛt˥/

aad8 ) tai don symbol maai sam-1 /mai˧ săm�˩/

aad9 ( tai don symbol maai sam-2 /mai˧ săm�˩/

aade ` tai viet symbol ho hoi /mai˧ săm�˩/

aada ~ tai don symbol maai sam-3 /mai˧ săm�˩/

2.8  Collation

The sort order for Jinping Dai writing system is as below with reference to the description in Appendix A.

o < O < g < G < q < Q < x < X < j < J < s < S < y < Y < d < D < t < T < n < N < b < B < p < 

P < m < M < f < F < v < V < r < R < h < H < l < L < u < U < k < K < c < C < { < [ ≪ . < 

◌A < ◌- < ◌I < Z < ◌a < : < ◌* < ◌E < ◌e < < < ; < z < ◌_ < ? < ◌] < / < , < ◌} ≪ ◌= < ◌+ < ◌' ≪ ! < W < @ < 

w ≪ ) < ( < & < ` < ~ < \
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3  Character Properties

AAC3;TAI DON LETTER HIGH KO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC4;TAI DON LETTER LOW NGO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC5;TAI DON LETTER LOW SO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC6;TAI DON LETTER HIGH SO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC7;TAI DON LETTER LOW YO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC8;TAI DON LETTER HIGH PO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAC9;TAI DON LETTER HIGH PHO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AACA;TAI DON LETTER LOW MO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AACB;TAI DON LETTER LOW DO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AACC;TAI DON LETTER LOW NYO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AACD;TAI DON LETTER HIGH NYO;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AACE;TAI DON MAAI KAA;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AACF;TAI DON MAAI TSAM;Mn;220;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD0;TAI DON MAAI KAT;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD1;TAI DON MAAI KU;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD2;TAI DON MAAI QAQ;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD3;TAI DON SYMBOL BON;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD4;TAI DON SYMBOL MAA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD7;TAI DON SYMBOL MAAI MEHT;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD8;TAI DON SYMBOL MAAI SAM-1;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AAD9;TAI DON SYMBOL MAAI SAM-2;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AADA;TAI DON SYMBOL MAAI SAM-3;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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Appendix A  Normalization of the Phonology of Jinping Dai writing system

Dao et al, 2019 describes the standardized Jinping Dai orthography, shown below.

A.1  Normalization of initials

There are 44 initials in Jinping Dai writing system, traditionally known as d: ZM= [to³³ mɛ⁵²] (“mother 

character”), divided into the high level group (d: zuz [to³³ bau³³], “light character”) and the low level group 

(d: n_g [to³³ nak⁵⁵], “heavy character”). There are 22 phonemes, traditionally arranged in the following 

order:

o [ʔɔ³³] o aaae

O [ʔɔ⁴³] O aaaf

g [kɔ⁴³] g aa80

G [kɔ⁴³] G aac3

q [xɔ³³] q aa84

Q [xɔ⁴³] Q aa85

x [ŋɔ³³] x aac4

X [ŋɔ⁴³] X aa89

j [ʦɔ³³] j aa8a

J [ʦɔ⁴³] J aa8b

s [sɔ³³] s aac5

S [sɔ⁴³] S aac6

y [jɔ³³] y aac7

Y [jɔ⁴³] Y aaa5

d [tɔ³³] d aa94

D [tɔ⁴³] D aa95

t [tʰɔ³³] t aa96

T [tʰɔ⁴³] T aa97

n [nɔ³³] n aa98

N [nɔ⁴³] N aa99

b [pɔ³³] b aa9c

B [pɔ⁴³] B aac8

p [pʰɔ³³] p aaa0

P [pʰɔ⁴³] P aac9

m [mɔ³³] m aaca

M [mɔ⁴³] M aa9d

f [fɔ³³] f aa9e

F [fɔ⁴³] F aaa1

v [vɔ³³] v aaaa

V [vɔ⁴³] V aaab

r [lɔ³³] r aaa8

R [lɔ⁴³] R aaa9

h [hɔ³³] h aaac

H [hɔ⁴³] H aaad

l [dɔ³³] l aacb

L [dɔ⁴³] L aa93

u [bɔ³³] u aa9a

U [bɔ⁴³] U aa9b

k [kʰɔ³³] k aa82

K [kʰɔ⁴³] K aa83

c [ʦʰɔ³³] c aa8c

C [ʦʰɔ⁴³] C aa8d

{ [ȵɔ³³] { aacc

[ [ȵɔ⁴³] [ aacd
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With the introduction of Chinese loanwords, round–labialized phonemes that had disappeared have 

reappeared, and a number of phonemes have been added that were not present in the original Jinping Dai 

language, including:

gV [kʷɔ⁴³] g aa80 V aaab

GV [kʷɔ⁴³] G aac3 V aaab

qV [xʷɔ³³] q aa84 V aaab

QV [xʷɔ⁴³] Q aa85 V aaab

jV [ʦʷɔ³³] j aa8a V aaab

JV [ʦʷɔ⁴³] J aa8b V aaab

kV [kʰʷɔ³³] k aa82 V aaab

KV [kʰʷɔ⁴³] K aa83 V aaab

A.2  Normalization of finals

There are 83 finals in Jinping Dai writing system, including 18 d: Z.Y [to³³ maːi³³] (“symbols”) and 65 d: 
pE=Y [to³³ pʰɯi⁵⁵] (“matching characters”), they are (Take g as the position of the consonant):

Monophthong (9 in 11 shapes)

g. [a] g aa80 . aab1

hA [a⁽²⁵⁾] h aaac ◌A aace

g- [i] g aa80 ◌- aab2

gI [e] g aa80 ◌I aab8

Zg [ɛ] Z aab5 g aa80

go [ɔ] g aa80 o aaae

Ba [ɔ⁽⁴³⁾] B aac8 ◌a aacf

g: [o] g aa80 : aaba

g* [u] g aa80 ◌* aab4

gE [ɯ] g aa80 ◌E aab3

ge [ə] g aa80 ◌e aab7

Composite Phoneme (9 in 9 shapes)

<g [ai] < aabc g aa80

;g [aɯ] ; aabb g aa80

zgz [au] z aab9 g aa80 z aab9

g_X [aŋ] g aa80 ◌_ aab0 X aa89

g? [an] g aa80 ? aabd

g]M [am] g aa80 ◌] aabe M aaab

g_g [ak] g aa80 ◌_ aab0 g aa80

g/ [at] g aa80 / aad0

g]u [ap] g aa80 ◌] aabe u aa9a

Matching Final (65 in 67 shapes)

g.Y [aːi] g aa80 . aab1 Y aaa5

goY [ɔi] g aa80 o aaae Y aaa5

g:Y [oi] g aa80 : aaba Y aaa5

g*Y [ui] g aa80 ◌* aab4 Y aaa5

gEY [ɯi] g aa80 ◌E aab3 Y aaa5

geY [əi] g aa80 ◌e aab7 Y aaa5

g.V [aːu] g aa80 . aab1 V aaab

g-V [iu] g aa80 ◌- aab2 V aaab

gIV [eu] g aa80 ◌I aab8 V aaab

ZgV [ɛu] Z aab5 g aa80 V aaab

geV [əu] g aa80 ◌e aab7 V aaab

g.X [aːŋ] g aa80 . aab1 X aa89

g.N [aːn] g aa80 . aab1 N aa99

g.M [aːm] g aa80 . aab1 M aaab

g.g [aːk] g aa80 . aab1 g aa80

g.l [aːt] g aa80 . aab1 l aacb

g.u [aːp] g aa80 . aab1 u aa9a
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g-X [iŋ] g aa80 ◌- aab2 X aa89

g-N [in] g aa80 ◌- aab2 N aa99

g-M [im] g aa80 ◌- aab2 M aaab

g-g [ik] g aa80 ◌- aab2 g aa80

g-l [it] g aa80 ◌- aab2 l aacb

g-u [ip] g aa80 ◌- aab2 u aa9a

gIX [eŋ] g aa80 ◌I aab8 X aa89

gIN [en] g aa80 ◌I aab8 N aa99

gIM [em] g aa80 ◌I aab8 M aaab

gIg [ek] g aa80 ◌I aab8 g aa80

gIl [et] g aa80 ◌I aab8 l aacb

gIu [ep] g aa80 ◌I aab8 u aa9a

ZgX [ɛŋ] Z aab5 g aa80 X aa89

ZgN [ɛn] Z aab5 g aa80 N aa99

ZgM [ɛm] Z aab5 g aa80 M aaab

Zgg [ɛk] Z aab5 g aa80 g aa80

Zgl [ɛt] Z aab5 g aa80 l aacb

Zgu [ɛp] Z aab5 g aa80 u aa9a

goX [ɔŋ] g aa80 o aaae X aa89

goN [ɔn] g aa80 o aaae N aa99

goM [ɔm] g aa80 o aaae M aaab

gog [ɔk] g aa80 o aaae g aa80

gol [ɔt] g aa80 o aaae l aacb

gou [ɔp] g aa80 o aaae u aa9a

g:X [oŋ] g aa80 : aaba X aa89

g:N [on] g aa80 : aaba N aa99

g:M [om] g aa80 : aaba M aaab

g:g [ok] g aa80 : aaba g aa80

g:l [ot] g aa80 : aaba l aacb

g:u [op] g aa80 : aaba u aa9a

g*X [uŋ] g aa80 ◌* aab4 X aa89

,sX [uŋ] , aab6 s aac5 X aa89

g*N [un] g aa80 ◌* aab4 N aa99

g*M [um] g aa80 ◌* aab4 M aaab

j}M [um] j aa8a ◌} aad1 M aaab

g*g [uk] g aa80 ◌* aab4 g aa80

g*l [ut] g aa80 ◌* aab4 l aacb

g*u [up] g aa80 ◌* aab4 u aa9a

gEX [ɯŋ] g aa80 ◌E aab3 X aa89

gEN [ɯn] g aa80 ◌E aab3 N aa99

gEM [ɯm] g aa80 ◌E aab3 M aaab

gEg [ɯk] g aa80 ◌E aab3 g aa80

gEl [ɯt] g aa80 ◌E aab3 l aacb

gEu [ɯp] g aa80 ◌E aab3 u aa9a

geX [əŋ] g aa80 ◌e aab7 X aa89

geN [ən] g aa80 ◌e aab7 N aa99

geM [əm] g aa80 ◌e aab7 M aaab

geg [ək] g aa80 ◌e aab7 g aa80

gel [ət] g aa80 ◌e aab7 l aacb

geu [əp] g aa80 ◌e aab7 u aa9a

A.3  Normalization of tones

For a considerable period of time after its creation, there was no symbol for the tones in Jinping Dai writing 

system. According to the sources, it was only after the 1940s that tonal symbols were introduced for precise 

pronunciation, and they were derived from the Kinh language. There are eight tones in Jinping Dai writing 

system, divided into six relaxed tones and two abrupt tones, borrowing two tone symbols of the Kinh 

language (in Latin script), [maːi³¹ sak⁵⁵] and [maːi³¹ hɔi²⁵]. The final [-k̚] variant have a change in 

pronunciation, but the tone value remains the same. This situation cannot be represented in writing, so a 
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symbol should be introduce to indicate a syllable with a variation in the final consonant, which is read as 

[maːi³³ ʔaʔ⁵⁵]. The tones are:

g. [ka³³] g aa80 . aab1

g=. [ka⁵⁵] g aa80 ◌= aabf . aab1

g+. [ka²⁵] g aa80 ◌+ aac1 . aab1

G. [ka⁴³] G aac3 . aab1

G=. [ka⁵²] G aac3 ◌= aabf . aab1

G+. [ka³¹] G aac3 ◌+ aac1 . aab1

r_g [lak⁵⁵] r aaa8 ◌_ aab0 g aa80

r'. [laʔ⁵⁵] r aaa8 ◌' aad2 . aab1

R_g [lak⁴³] R aaa9 ◌_ aab0 g aa80

A.4  Special symbols

There are 12 special symbols, neither initials nor finals. 6 fixed characters and 6 end–of–sentence symbols are 

included. 

A fixed character is a specific symbol used to represent a particular word of a fixed written form that 

constitutes a monogram for independent use. Such fixed characters are few and far between, appearing in 

traditional texts only in the words “one”, “person”, “moon” and “horse”. The computer font adds two 

similar monograms, “child” and “late”, as required. [Note: The typeface designer joining in Dao et al, 2019 

failed to handle GPOS, so these two monograms will not be submitted.] These monograms can also be 

written in a non–independent way. The fixed characters are:

! [nɯŋ⁵²] ! aadc

W [kun⁴³] W aadb

@ [bɔn³³] @ aad3

w [ma³¹] w aad4

R [lu⁴³] R aaa9 ◌* aab4

r [la²⁵] r aaa8 ◌A aace

Jinping Dai writing system does not generally use punctuation, but ends each sentence with an end–of–

sentence symbol. There is no fixed character to be used, and most of them vary from person to person. There 

are six end–of–sentence symbols. The first five of these are collectively known as [maːi³³ sam³¹], meaning 

“ending symbols”, and are often used in long stories or poems. The last one is called [maːi³³ mɛt⁵⁵], which 

means “completion sign” and is used after a sentence to indicate that a sentence has been completed. The 

end–of–sentence symbols are:

) [maːi³³ sam³¹] ) aad8

( [maːi³³ sam³¹] ( aad9

& [maːi³³ sam³¹] & aadd

` [maːi³³ sam³¹] ` aade

~ [maːi³³ sam³¹] ~ aada

\ [maːi³³ mɛt⁵⁵] \ aad7

*
A
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Appendix B  Multi–column Tai Don–Tai Dam character set

A reference forms table for two columns is given in this appendix. The first column shows the reference forms 

for Vietnamese use, in which Tai Heritage Pro was chosen as the typeface. The second column is the reference 

forms for Chinese use, which contains characters from the Jinping Dai writing system.

The codepoints marked in brown are those for which the allocation of characters is requested in the proposal, 

and the codepoints marked in grey are reserved.

Table 5  Multi–column Tai Don–Tai Dam character set

AA80 ꪀ g
AA81 ꪁ
AA82 ꪂ k
AA83 ꪃ K
AA84 ꪄ q
AA85 ꪅ Q
AA86 ꪆ
AA87 ꪇ
AA88 ꪈ
AA89 ꪉ X
AA8A ꪊ j
AA8B ꪋ J
AA8C ꪌ c
AA8D ꪍ C
AA8E ꪎ
AA8F ꪏ

AA90 ꪐ
AA91 ꪑ
AA92 ꪒ
AA93 ꪓ L
AA94 ꪔ d
AA95 ꪕ D
AA96 ꪖ t
AA97 ꪗ T
AA98 ꪘ n
AA99 ꪙ N
AA9A ꪚ u
AA9B ꪛ U
AA9C ꪜ b
AA9D ꪝ M
AA9E ꪞ f
AA9F ꪟ

AAA0 ꪠ p
AAA1 ꪡ F
AAA2 ꪢ
AAA3 ꪣ
AAA4 ꪤ
AAA5 ꪥ Y
AAA6 ꪦ
AAA7 ꪧ
AAA8 ꪨ r
AAA9 ꪩ R
AAAA ꪪ v
AAAB ꪫ V
AAAC ꪬ h
AAAD ꪭ H
AAAE ꪮ o
AAAF ꪯ O
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AAB0 ◌ꪰ ◌_
AAB1 ꪱ .
AAB2 ◌ꪲ ◌-
AAB3 ◌ꪳ ◌E
AAB4 ◌ꪴ ◌*
AAB5 ꪵ Z
AAB6 ꪶ ,
AAB7 ◌ꪷ ◌e
AAB8 ◌ꪸ ◌I
AAB9 ꪹ z
AABA ꪺ :
AABB ꪻ ;
AABC ꪼ <
AABD ꪽ ?
AABE ◌ꪾ ◌]
AABF ◌꪿ ◌=

AAC0 ꫀ
AAC1 ◌꫁ ◌+
AAC2 ꫂ
AAC3 G
AAC4 x
AAC5 s
AAC6 S
AAC7 y
AAC8 B
AAC9 P
AACA m
AACB l
AACC {
AACD [
AACE ◌A
AACF ◌a

AAD0 /
AAD1 ◌}
AAD2 ◌'
AAD3 @
AAD4 w
AAD5

AAD6

AAD7 \
AAD8 )
AAD9 (
AADA ~
AADB ꫛ W
AADC ꫜ !
AADD ꫝ &
AADE ꫞ `
AADF ꫟
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Appendix C  Figures

(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 

Figure 8  Jinping Dai orthography shown in Dao et al, 2019
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 9  Jinping Dai orthography shown in Luo, 2017
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 1

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P&P) from 

http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html for guidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html.

See also http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html for latest Roadmaps.

A. Administrative
1. Title: Final proposal to add 22 characters for Tai Don writing system
2. Requester's name: Kushim JIANG
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Individual contribution
4. Submission date: July 3, 2022
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal: yes
(or) More information will be provided later:

B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:

a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
Proposed name of script:

b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: yes
Name of the existing block: Tai Viet (block name requested to update)

2. Number of characters in proposal: 22
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):

A-Contemporary X B.1-Specialized (small collection) B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct D-Attested extinct E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”

in Annex L of P&P document? yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? yes

5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard? 

Kushim JIANG
b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):

Kushim JIANG, kushim_jiang@outlook.com
6. References:

a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached? yes

7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, 
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? yes

A sorting order for the writing system is provided.
8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that 
will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples 
of such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behavior information 
such as line breaks, widths etc., Combining behavior, Spacing behavior, Directional behavior, Default Collation behavior, 
relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the 
Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database 
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for 
consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.

1 Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 
2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)

http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html
http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html
http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html
http://www.unicode.orgu/
http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/
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C. Technical - Justification 
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? no

If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,

user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? no
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? yes
Reference: LUO Wenbin. 2017. Tai Don script Tutorial. Binge Design Studio. [LUO, 2017]

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) common
Reference:

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? yes
If YES, where?  Reference: Jinping County, Yunnan Province, PRC

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely 
in the BMP? yes

If YES, is a rationale provided? yes
If YES, reference: The existing block is in BMP.

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing 

character or character sequence? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? yes

If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? yes
If YES, reference: Combining characters are an inherent part of the writing system.

Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? Yes
If YES, reference: Appendix A of this proposal.

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as 
control function or similar semantics? no

If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? no
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference:
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